
For nearly 50 years, the world’s largest heavy-duty industrials and mining
companies have trusted Jachris, Africa’s only integrated fluid transfer,
fluid power, and fire suppression company. Founded in 1976, in Springs,
South Africa, three generations have worked to honour the company’s
namesake, patriarch Jacobus Christoffel, and Jachris continues to evolve
and innovate to meet and exceed our clients’ changing expectations in the
modern era.

They run over 30 maintenance workshops across the African continent,
supporting international and local industries, and helping improve our
African future.

Jachris turned to G3G to help implement SAP Business One when they
reached a dead-end with their previous system. With more streamlined
inventory management and better decision-making, they can confidently
expand to other territories.

 Replace a traditional paper system that did not contribute to
management decision-making, not allowing them to reach their
goals.

 The need for proper stock control, as short- and long-term planning
was difficult.

 Eliminate manual processing, which was time-consuming and
tiresome.

 Full control of all data, so decisions can be made in real-time.
 Stock levels can be planned seamlessly before rolling out new sites 

and expanding product lines.
 Data is easily accessed and effectively used to accelerate growth.
 Real-time reports highlight current sales figures, making budgeting 

and forecasting easier.
 Inventory management is more streamlined and business processes 

are more efficient.

SAP Business One offered the best, strongest, and most reliable 
foundation to help solve Jachris’ problems and unlock the potential for 
future business growth. G3G offers invaluable support and can build 
custom modules to meet specific needs. We developed an extended 
manufacturing solution, the BOM Builder. This solution allows multiple 
designs to be uniquely split into various Bill of Materials and added to a 
Production Order per design and a Sales Order all from one screen. 

SAP BUSINESS ONE PROVIDES SEAMLESS 
CONTROL AND EFFICIENCY FOR JACHRIS
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“SAP Business One has become the central point of 
truth in our business. We make very few decisions 
without the data that comes out of SAP Business One.”
Jared Buissinne | IS Officer | Jachris Hose and Couplings


